Part of the Jasper Group family of brands, Community is furniture for public spaces.

The Community brand manufactures furniture that works where we live for how we live.

From elementary schools to colleges, from the doctor’s office to the hospital and from courtrooms to town halls, we provide solutions for the changing demands of our daily lives. Community’s offering of furniture is broad. It’s diverse. And it meets just about every need you gather, dine and learn – no matter the industry or space requirement.
Gather. Coming together.
To relax, to learn, to work, to wait or just to be near others. Whatever the reason, Community provides all kinds of furniture for the places where people gather. Chairs, stools, lounge and bench seating that is designed and crafted for comfort and durability. Tables and casegoods for both work and play. From the smallest to the largest, anything and everything is just a call away.

Dine. Eating a meal.
Whether in a pub, a corporate cafeteria, a food court, a banquet hall, a hotel, restaurant or retail establishment, the basic needs are the same – a comfortable chair and a sturdy table. With time-tested selections of standards, mixed materials and customized solutions we’ve got a table and chair combination for you.

Learn. Gaining knowledge or skill.
From early childhood through college, and then continuing with career enhancements, life lessons and recreational enterprises, we constantly strive to improve ourselves. With seating, desks, training tables, storage and support devices, Community supplies the tools needed for teachers and pupils to achieve their goals, and to reach for new ones.

training tables & support products  Whether you’re in a brainstorming session, a study group, an impromptu meeting or corporate training, you’ll find cruz training tables and support products will enhance your endeavors.

Get moving and get productive with the cruz offering from Community.
Recommended for Gathering, Dining & Learning

Training tables Unlimited style is at your fingertips when you specify Cruz training tables. Equipped with simple mechanisms and straightforward design to provide years of worry-free service Cruz is always ready to link, work, tilt, nest, move and store.

Meet and learn with cruz training tables from Community.

"Dressed for success! I’m talking about the tables..."

At left: C2472TT (linked training tables), C2424T (quarter rounds), C2222UE (utility cart) & C24 leg seating
“Sharing information has never been so easy than with Cruz support products!”

support products View a video, share an announcement, lead a meeting, teach a class, explore an idea, project a presentation, support your team! Whatever the venue, there’s a Cruz component to assist your efforts.

Make a mark with cruz support products from Community.


- **training tables and support products**

- **cruz**

- **furniture for public spaces**

- **page 86**

- **durable base**
  - two standard metal powder coat colors
  - with locking casters

- **nest**
  - to save space
  - (and they’re easy to move around)

- **shapes**
  - basic geometry
  - for a variety of configurations

- **nest together**
  - for some face-to-face time

- **store**
  - take apart
  - for some extra space

- **meet**
  - come together
  - for some face-to-face time

- **use**
  - to store, share and review

- **link**
  - to configure, link and work

- **compact**
  - and condensed when in the tilted position

- **technology**
  - we're at your fingertips
  - you can find us everywhere

- **visual board cart**
  - big ideas should be shared
  - with a dry erase board and tablet easel

- **instructor table**
  - adjustable height
  - and a broad work surface

- **communicate**
  - with audiences everywhere

- **flat screen cart**
  - for screen sizes 36-60 inches
  - get the big picture

- **mobile**
  - it’s easier to move around with wheels

- **nest to save space**
  - quarter round and 30, 45, 60 & 90 degree wedges
  - keeps your tables together

- **nest**
  - to nest, store and move

- **two**
  - set up...
  - to configure, link and work

- **compact**
  - and condensed when in the tilted position

- **nest**
  - to nest, store and move
Cruz is a complete offering for learning environments and can be specified for any space where ideas are shared. Tilted tables with modesty panels, wire management and tilting capabilities can be configured into various shapes and sizes. Support products, in matching finishes, are designed to complement the tables and your surroundings.

Power Kits
Cruz offers both single and double circuit power options for small and large applications. Power kits include power boxes with grommets, connecting cables, wire clamps and safety linking plates. Data ports for internet and network connections are available. Tables can be reconfigured, tilted, nested and stored with power kits installed. Reference the Cruz price list and specification guide for complete details on power kits.

Non-Directional, Non-Sequential Power
A non-directional, non-sequential electrical package allows for power in virtually any configuration. Simply disconnect each table, change the configuration, and reconnect the tables no matter the order, no matter the direction. Power in-feed cables can be attached to whichever end of a configuration is closest to your power source.

Quick Disconnect Power Option
For multi-use training spaces, where the configuration may not change but the tables are often stored, a quick disconnect power option is offered. A quick disconnect wall outlet combines the durability of a hard-wired system with the convenience of a plug for dependable power and quick table storage.

Wire Management
A wire management chase is integrated into each Cruz training table leg for getting power and data from the floor to the table top. There are also options for under the table wire management channels and for organizing electrical cables provided through power kits. Tables can be tilted and nested with wire management and power kits.

Tops
Tops are available in any Wilsonart standard laminate in a variety of shapes and sizes.

Edge Options
3mm PVC

Black
tan on cherry

White
titanium

Shadow
aluminum

Brown on cherry

Ivory on maple

Platinum

Base Options
Powder Coat

Powder coat 2mm metalic acrylic

Black sandtex

White autumn on cherry

Shadow bourbon on cherry

Black vintage on cherry

Stardust silver

Brass

Titanium

Aluminum

Black sandtex

Mobility
Training tables and support products move quicker and with less effort on dual wheel casters. Once you get them in position, lock the casters to create a stable surface. Unlock the casters to return freedom of movement.

Wire Management
A wire management chase is integrated into each Cruz training table leg for getting power and data from the floor to the table top. There are also options for under the table wire management channels and for organizing electrical cables provided through power kits. Tables can be tilted and nested with wire management and power kits.
Gather, Dine & Learn

Part of the Jasper Group family of brands, Community is furniture for public spaces.

The Community brand manufactures furniture that works where we live for how we live.

From elementary schools to colleges, from the doctor’s office to the hospital and from courtrooms to town halls, we provide solutions for the changing demands of our daily lives. Community’s offering of furniture is broad. It’s diverse. And it meets just about every need where you gather, dine and learn – no matter the industry or space requirement.